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Abstract 

In recent years, interest and concern about forcible rape 

has increased. Although rape has traumatic consequences for the 

vict1m, she 1s often blamed, at least partially, for the· offense. 

Attribrt10ns of fault to rape victims are important both for 

the implications for legal procedures and processes, and for the 

influence that tr.~se attributions have on the formation of the' 

attitude that the victim takes towards herself. Psychological 

tendencies that influence these attributions tend to decrease 

the accuracy of judgements made about the rape victim. 

In an experimental design, the impact of the marital status, 

physical attractiveness, amount of victim res1~tance, ID1d 

immediate reaction of the victim, as well as sex of observer on 

attributions of fault to hypothetical rape victims were investi

gated. Participants we're 440 undergraduate students at the 

University of \I/yoming. Each participant wae given a description 

of a rape scene that varied along the dimensions of the first 

four faotors of the design, and was then asked to answer questions 

about the victim, inclujing a question of the de~ree of fault 

attributable to her. Significant effects on fault attribution 

were found for all factors except for the physical attractiveness 

of the victim. 

Discussion of the findings pointed to a dist;:repancy bet\ ... een 

'leBal and moral concepts ~)f JLCstice and distort1ons that occur 

in ~ttr1bution processes. The discrepancy between legal requlre-
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menta for conviction based on'victim resistance and advice that 

15 given to women on how to deal with sexual assault was also 

discussed. Inaccuracies in attributions of fault and those as

pects of rape statutes concernin6 victim resistance were 

criticized. 
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Attribution bf Fault to Rape Victims 

Saul Feinmanl 

University of Hyoming 

In recent years, interest and concern about rape has 

increased dramatically in the United States. Rape crisis and 

counseling centers Have opened their doors in large metropolitan 

areas and in university towns. In their book, Against Rape, 

Medea and Thompson (1974) listed 51 rape crisis centers and 

anti-rape groups in the United States. Local police departments 

are counseling rape' victims on \-That to expect in the investigation 

of their claims (Time, 1974), and some departments, such as the 

Aurora, Colo:r-ado police department, are training t.,romen in tach

niques of self defense (Lease, 1974). 

\Uthin state governments, there has been a large amount of 

new legislation proposed to modIfy existing rape statutes. New 

legislation in California, Colorado, Florida, and Michigan do 

not specify the sex of the victim or of the assailant. Legis~ 

lation passed in Colorado in 1975 has eliminated the corroboration 

requirement in the presentation of evidence in rape cases, has 

restricted the conditions under which a victim's past sexual 

history can be presented as evidence for the defense, and has 

abolished the "Lord Hale" instruction to juries, which warned 

that the charge of' rape is one easily made, and once made, diffi

cult to defend aeainst. The Colorado legislation also substi-

tutec the word "sexual assault" for the "lord "rape" in the new 
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law, thus expand1n13 the coverae;e of the la\'l to include oral and 

anal sexual offenses. The new M1ch113an law has made similar 

changes (Footlick, 1975). In Wyoming, legislation closely 

resemLling the Coloradc la\-1 was proposed, but not passed 1n 

1975. In addition, state government concern about rape is 

evidenced by the publication of an Action Against Rape Kit by 

the Hyom1ng Governor's Commission on the Status of Nomen (1975)~ 

This kit contains information on t-lyomin~ statutes on sexual 

offenses) as j'lell as much material on counseling, police and 

hospital procedu~e, and techniques of self defense. 

The theme of forc1ble rape has appeared both on television 

and in print. In the printed media, articles directed to\'1ards 

.' 

the General public have appeared 1n local publications, (Hendrix, 

1975; ncCormack, 1975) as \,le11 as in nationally c1:t'culo.ted 

per10dicals such as Ladies' Home Journal (1973), Good House

keeeing (Lake, 1971). McCalls (Loenig, 1973), Redbook (Lear,1972). 

Time (1973,1974), and NeWSl'leelt (1972a, 1972'0,19720, 1973a,1973'o; 

Alexander, 1974). While I was in the process of writing this 

paper, Ne\'lsNeek carried a feature article 0,1 rape (Footlick, 1975). 

Rape has also had a prominent place in feministpublicntions, 

such as fils,. (191'2; S\'1eeney, 1973; Green, 19'74; Hines, 19711; Kale, 

19'/4 j 1975) as well as in local feminist publications, such as 

the Big f'lama Rag (Lease, 1974) in Denver. 

One issue of particular importance that has appeared in 

Beneral readership as well as in feminist publicatIons is the 
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que~tion of whAther women who report being raped are considered 

to be at least partially responsible for the rape. In both the 

feminist and the legal literature, I'Iriters have argued that the 

victim 1s treated as if she were the offender, and that her 
i 

claims are doubted by the police, the courts, and even by her 

friends and family (Gr1,ffin, 1971; f·ledea & Thompson, 1974; 

BrowI.1ID111er, 1975; Ns., 10 72, 1975; Hood, 1973; Aitken, 1974; 

Bohmer, 197~). Considering the prevalence or corroboration 

requirements and "Lord Hale"1 jury instructions, these charges are 

not unreasonable. Although new leBislation has changed such 

procedure in serne jurisdicti~ns, these chances are extremely 

recent. 

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the extent to 

which rape victims are co~sidered to 09 at fault for the rape, 

and to delineate some of the actions and chara~teristics of the 

Victims that influence the attribution of fault. The relation-

ship of attribution of fault to the rape victim to counsl::lin~~.·and 

advice, and' to legal statutes. and procedures \,Iill be considered. 

The implications of the discrepancies between legal notions about 

rape and psychiatric evidence about rape \·r1l1 be diScussed. Dls-

crepancies between legal requirements for rape convictions and 

advice glven to women on how to cope with sexual assault will 

elso be considered. 

The Seriousness of Rape 

Is rape a sorious crime? Does it have neGative consequences 
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for its victims? If the answer to these questions 1s "NO" then 

conqern for the factors that aff~ct the attribution of fault to 

rape victims is of little practical concern. As "/111 be sho\m 

belol'T, the answer to these questions is an unequivocal "YES." 

For'clb1le rape is commonly defined as "the use of force 

or threat of force to ha.ve sexual intercourse \'lith a Homan 

\,lithout her consent" (Glaser, 1972). The Federal Bureau of 

Investigation classifies rape as a crime against persons and 

keeps records on incitients of ra~e as one of the index offenses of 

cr1me rate in the United States. In 1913,51,000 cases of forcible 

rape "Tere reported to the police, and 25,720 arrests ,,,ere made 

(Federal Bureau of Investigation, 1974). The reporting rate has 

risen almost 60% since 1968, \-Thell 36,500 case~ of forcible rape 

were reported to the police (Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

1969) • It is not clear "rhether the increase in the number of 

reported rapes reflects less reluctance of the Victims to call 

the police, or an actual 1ncreas~ in the incidence of rape. It 

is probabl~ that rape is stlll under~eported due to victim 

relult~nce to identify herself as a victim nf a crime in whIch 

her d may be questioned and her morality challenged. 2 

The origins of modern rape lat'T and popular attitudes about 

the rupe experience m1ght imply that rape is not a very serious 

offense. The vTor'c "rape" stems from the Latin "rapere," \I/hich 

means '.'to setze forcibly. to rob" (Schulz, 1975). In °a number 

of ancient leeal codes and in the development of En~li5h rape 

.. 
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Jaws, rape was Vie\'led as a crime at~a:1nst property (Brownml1ler, 

1975; Smith, 1974). The woman (and her virginity if she was 

unmarried) vIas valuable property to her male relatives. Al

though rape is now consiaered to be a crime against persons, it 

originated as a crime against property. Since offenses aBainst 

prpperty are generally not considered to be as serious as 

offenses aeainst persons, the origins of rape law mieht lend us 

to underestimate the seriousness of the impact of rape on the 

victim. Popular attitudes expresainB the belief that women want 

to be raped, enj oy being raped, and cannot be raped unless they 

want to be are not rare in American society. 

Another ~ossible source of lack of seriousness attributed 

to rape is the way that the \'lOrd "rape ll has been used, overused, 

and abused by feminist writers. Rape is asserted to be the 

logical end of the continuum of male -- t:.c;gressiveness and female-

p3ssiveness (Medea & Thompson, 1974), and as the basis for male 

female bondine (BrmTnmiller, 1975). Sweeney (1973) uses the 

term "mind rape" to refer to the psychological a:3sault of a \'TOman 

by a man. The specificity of the meaninG 0:' the \wrd "rape I! , 

and therefore its power to arouse strone emotions'or sympathy for 

the victinl would seem to have been diminished by overkill and 

misulSe of the I':ord by well meaning feminists. The word tlr'ape ll 

(and by aSSOCiation, the act of rape and its oonsequen~es for the 

victim) appears to be headed in the direction of other once power

ful words, such as "racisll,11 in becominc overused, loosely app1ie:d, 
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and consequently not taken seriously. 

In recent years, it has been suggested that; rape be removed 

from state statutes as a separate criminal offense and be classi

fied af:! assault (Baril & CO\Ir:hman, 1973). Since the- penalties 

for assault are not as harsh, and the requirf:ments for proof al'e 

not as stringent as those for rape 11 such a (.lhange would probably 

result in an increase in the extremely low conviction rate for 

rape offenses. But, such a modification might also have the 

effect of implying that ."ape 1.s not any more traumatic than 

assault in its consequences for the '\Tict1m. As \'1ill b'e shown 

beloN, such an implication "yould be a distortion of the realities 

of the rape experience. 

Despite popular attitudes~ le~&l origins, poor strategies. 

of feminist \'lriters" and well meaning suc;gestions d~sic;ned to 

increase the conviction rate fOJ:' rape, rape is very serious in 

terms of its sccioemotional impact on the victim. Recent psy

chiatric literature on rape (Sutherland & Scnerl, 1970; Hash

ineston, 19'(2; Burgess & HoL'llstrom, 1973, 1974) indicates that 

rape is traumatic to the victim. IntE;t'vie\'I$ \'li th women \'Iho had 

been raped in Boston :1.n 1972 and 1973 clearly indicate that the 

. rape experience lead~ to the development of phobias (some re

lated, and some apparently unrelated to the l;',ape). Burgess and 

Holmstrom (974) sUr-gest that such a l~eactiori fits "lith1n the 

notion o·r "traumatophoblG., II a term or'lc;inally used to descrioe 

the development of fear~ 1n war victims (Hado, 194~). In the 
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Boston data, rape victims often reported havin~ guilt reelines 

about the incident, ;.\.:;\~eloped both physical and psycholo~ical 

. reactions , had an increasln~ number of n1~htmares, and often had 

problems resuming sexual relat10nships with men'(Bur~ess & 

Holmstl:'om, 1974). '.l.'he seriousness of the impact of rape on the 

women studied by Burgess and Holmstrom (1974) led them to term 

'the reaction to rapt'!, "Rape Trauma Sundl"oPle." Other psychiatri c 

material on rape has made essentially the same points ablut rape 

(Washington, 1972; Sutherland & Scher1, 1970). iven a ~~ief. 

casual reading of the Burgess and Holmstrom (1973, 1974) reports 

clearly indicates that the popular attitude that women enjoy rape 

is based on a perve.l:'se notion of the meaning of the l'lord "enj oy-

ment." Rape 1s a traumatio experience \'lith both acute and long 

term consequenp.es for the victim. 

\'Thy is the victim blamed? 

There are several factors that lead to blaming victims of 

rape. Not only is the victim blamed by others, but she, herself, 

often believes that she 1s to blame (Burr,ess & Holmstrom, 1974; 

FCiJtlick, 1~75 j Sutherland & Scherl, 1970). A number of \,lri tel's 

have sugef'sted that m,any Americans believe that \'Iomen want to be 

raped by a fantas1zed tall, dark, and handsome 3tranRer who 1s 

6vBr~0~~ by tn~ b~nuty'of the ~11c~cd victi~ uh6 responds with 

"natural" uncontl"ollabl~ male 1mpulses to her irresi3table charms 

(tlrmmm111el', 1975; Griffin, 1971; LeGrand, 1973; Schulz, 1975 ; 

Uyorn1na Covernor's Cotnrnission on the Status 01' \'Iomen, 1975). fI. 

1 1 
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similar attitude has been noted in popular literature (Br~wn

miller. 1975; Chappell, Gels, Schaffer, & Sleeel, 1971). Until 

recently. the view~ exp~essed in rno&t of the psychiatr1c lit

eratuI'~ on rape cQincided with popular attibudes. Sutherland 

and Scherl (1970) point out that when the psychiatric lit

erature did consider the ;"'JiJe of the victim 1n rape ~ it mainly 

cot.~ldered the posslblli't,y that she had encourae;ed the rapist, 

either consciously or subconsciously. 

Another source for blamln£5 the rape victim &1'1ses lnaciver

tently out; of' the development of the field of vlctlrnology. Hor'k 

from this perspective has proll.i'erated in recent years, as 

evidenced by the publication of the .five volume Vlctlmolog;y: Il 

1'10\'1 Foc~ (Drapkln & V:l.dno, 191~b, 19'15) and Il reader by the 

same editors addreosing a broad l'anse of Is~ues in the fl.ald of 

victimology (Drapkin 81 Viano, 1914a). Althou~h victlmolo~~ 

originally was oriented to a broad study of th~ lnteractlon of 

victim with offender, it has tended to concentrate on the vict1m'~ 

responsib1lity for .the criminal act. Just as eerlr ''1ork in 

cI'1mlnolocy searched for fault in the accused, v1ctimology has 

lool<ed for fault in the victim, especially in cases of rape 

(Heiss & ~ore;es, 1973). AlthOUGh victlmology r.esearch on forcible 

rape haa not 1ndicated a sizable inc1dence of victim precipitated 

rapes (Amir, 1971), focus Otl the victj.1l'l does tend 'to lead us to 

see the v1ct1m as the oriGin of her troubleG. Callous treat-

ment of tht~ victim in som~' victimolo~y literature is evident in 

.12 
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Amir's (1971) assertion 'chat the rape v.1ctim almost al\'1ays has 

Boma fault for the offense. Perhaps even more offensive is Amlr's 

(1971) discussion of the relationship of trauma to rape. Al

though he sUGgests that rapists may have been traumatized by an 

"overseductive" female in their boyhoods, the notion that rape 

is traumatic for the victim is overlooked. (\'leiss ~ BorGes, 1973). 

In many jurisdictions, legal statute and procedure lend 

themselves to blaming the victim. There is considerable evidence 

that the \'loman's account 1s not trusted (LeGrand, 1973; University 

of Pennsylvania Law Review, 1968). In the United States, as well 

as in other countries, corroboration of material ev1dence and of 

the victim's account of the rape is required (Sebba, 1968). If 

cc::,X'oboratlon is not required, the jud[';e is often required to 

,,,arn the jury that rape is a char~e easily made, and once made, 

d~. ff1cult to defend ac:,ainst. Such concern \'1i th .the possibility 

of false accusation and the unwillingness to admit the complain-

ant's testimony on its own is unique to cases of rape. Require

ments and procedures similar to the corroboration ~equirement 

and the Lord Hale \'laroinr.; are not found in the procedure pre

scrIbed for legal consideration of any other offense. (LeGrand, 

1973; Fr~edman, 1972). The impact of new leGislation that 

re~oves the corroboration requirement and forbids the issuance of 

thp. Lord Hale lnst~uction 1s yet to be seen. It would seem 

likely, thouCh, that these changes 1n jud1cio.l procedure \'1111 

act to alleviate the forces that lead to doubting and blaming the 
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rape.v1ctim. 

The Social Psychology of Attribution of Fault 

When an observer 1s asked to judge the degree of respon

sibility that an actor has for an act, the observer usually 

must make inferences about responsibi11 ty from partial 1nfor

mation about the actor and the act. Observers will take partial 

information and supplement it "/ith inferences that mayor may'. 

not be accurate (Heider, 1944, 1958; E.E. Jones & Davis, 1965). 

Hhen the observer is faced \'l1th an incomplete cognitive unit, the 

tendency is to complete the cognitive unit in a balanced fashion 

(Heider, 1958). This tendency has been termed the transitivity 

assump.tio~. The desire for ba:':'ance is often more pm'lerful than 

the concerh for accuracy of cognition~. 

One component of completing a cognitive unit in a balanced 

fashion is achieving perceived jUstice. There is a tendency in 

American society to believe that people {!et ... ,hat they deserve 

and deserve what they get (Lerner & Si~mons, 1966). Belief in 

such a "just \'lorld theory" leads the observer to complete the 

cor,nitive unit in a manner that allot'Is him to maintain his belief 

in justice. If he already has a cognition tha't asserts that a 

"bad" effect has occured to the actor,e.g., she has been raped, 

he is likely to believe that she must be a bad person, or that 

she must have done somL"thing to cause the rape. If bad thinp;s 

happen to bad people, then if a person has experienced a bad 

thing, that parson must be bad. 

1 , 
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In addition to the tendency to complete incomplete coe;

nit1ve units in a balanced and psycho1oSically just fnshion, 

there 1s also tendency to see actors as origins of their own 

fates. Heider (l9~~) sucgested that there exists, in modern 

Western societies, a tendency to perceive persons intropuni

tively, i.e., to see them as causes of their successes and fail~ 

ures. This tendency contrasts with the perspective of the actor, 

who 1sb1ased totofards be11evlne; that acts he 1s involved in 3.re 

stronnly influenced by outside forceo, e~pec1al1y'if-the ~ffects 

are undesirable (E.E. Jones & Nisbett, 1971). 

The tran~itivity tendency, the desire for perceived just~ce, 

and the intropunit1ve tendency influence·the observer as he makes 

inferences about the fault of the actor. Observers tend to be 

confident of these in~e~ences (E.E. Jones & Nisbett, 1971). But, 

as Kelley (1967) has pointed out, high subjective validity, i.e., 

a high leve 1 of confidence that one has made an accurate infer

ence, is not a sound basis for the object~ve validity (veridi

cality) of the inference. ~hese three tendencies can lead to 

distortions in the attribution of fault to rape victims by 

overestimatlnc; the amount of fault that -the victim should justly 

be attributed for the rape. 

The Importance of Attributions of Fault 

Inferences of faul~ to the Victim, and the accuracy of these 

1nferenc~s nrc hie;hly iP1portant 1n two \·/ays. First, jurors and 

judges are ask~d to make such inferences about the assailant· and 

15 
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the victim in ~ape cases. Attribution of fault to the victim 

would act to decrease the amount of fault attributed to the 

assailant, and would lower the chance of conviction in rape 

cases. AlthouGh the veridica11ty of inferences, 1.e., whether 

an inference is accurate, has not been surr1ciently investigated 

1n the social psycholoGical work on person perception 1n the 

past f1ftep.n years, this issue is crucial to legal justice and 

proceedines. Justice in the leeal sense may not be best served 

by the justice, transitivity, and intropunitiveness ten~encies 

that influence the judeements of the observer. To the extent 

that the observer makes inferences that are not accUf'ate, and 

that do not. conform \'lith legal standards of \'Ihat is just and 

fair, such inferences are problematical. 

Earlier studies concernine crimes against persons have in

dicated that mock jurors will assien harsher punishment to a 

d·.?fendant \'1hen the victim is attractive than l'Ihen the victim is 

not attractive (Landy & Aronson, 1969). It may be that th~ ob

server's conceptions of justice and fairness, as influenced by 

the justice, transitivity, and intropunitiveness tendencies, may 

be quite different, from leeal conceptions of justice. Jurors 

~re asked to make decisions on the basis of legal conceptions of 

justice, but 1s likely that the real basis for such judGements 

is a psychological conception of justice. 

Second, attribution of fault to a rape victim could affect 

the 0ay in which she comes to vIew herself. There is psychiatric 

16 
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ev1dence (3urr,e'3s & Holmstrom, 1974) that rape victims blame 

themselves for the rape and develop feelinffs of ~uilt concerninr, 

their role in it. The attitudes of the r,eneralized other and of 

signifIcant others \'lould seem to be important sources of in

fluence on the attitude that the victim forms towards herself. 

The need for support from significant others is stressed in mater-

1a1s disseminated by rape counselinG centers. For exrunpl~, the 

D. C. Rape Crir,is Center (974), 1n a publication entitled lip' 

Note to Those Closest to Rape Victims: Families, Lovers, and 

Friends," stresses the need for s1Gnificant others to comfort 

and support the victim. In this li~ht, it would be important 

that sir,nificant others interpret the role of the victim in the 

rdpe in the same way as the victim does. But, the bas·Ic dis

crepancy between the actor and the observer perspectives (E.E. 

Jones & Nisbett, 1971) may lead to discrepancies between infer

en~es made by sir,nificant others and inferences made by the 

victim about i:er fault in the rape. 

Factors Asciociated with Attribution of Fault to Rapa Victims 

~lhat apecific factors mi[?'.ht be associated \'lith the attri

bution of fault to the rape victim? In this paper, five possible 

factors will be considered. These five factors were selected 

for empirical investir,atlon on the bases of results of previous 

studies, relevance to lee~l issues, controversy in the ler,al 

literature, possible discrepancies bet\'leen la\'1 and coun3el inc;, 

and attribution theory 1n soclal psycholoc:y. .The five factors 

17 
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£~c: 1) the'marital status of the victim; 2) the physical 

attractiveness of the victim; 3) the victim's resistance of the 

assailant; 4) the immediate psychol03ical reaction of the victim 

to the rape; and 5) the sex of the person who is evaluating the 
I 

victim, i.e., the sex of the ouserver. 

Marital Status of the Victim 

From the distributive justice perspective, the respectabi

lity of th~ rape victim is relevant to the attribution of fault. 

Apparently, it is also relevant from a le~al pOint of vie\<! , 

judging from the frequency that the term "chastity", i.e.) re

spectability of the victim, is mentioned in legal discussions of 

~ape. Respectability and chastity are related to marital status 

in that &r'eater respectability has been found attributed to 

married and virgin females than to divorced females (C. Jones & 

Aronson, 1973). Variation of marital status is an indirect mea-
., , 

sure of the effect of the respectability or "chastity" of the 

victlm on the attribution of fault to the ",ietim. If the obser

ver is biased to believe, in,the absence of any solid information, 

that a less respectable victim is more likely to have encouraged 

the rapist, and that the less respectable·the victim, the more 

justified the rape, it is reasonable ,to expect variation in fault 

3.ttribution to victims ,·tho vary according to marital status. 3 

In their study of 151 complaints of sex offenses (81% con

sisting of rape or indecent sexual acts \-lith force) recorded at 

Israeli Police Headquarters, Sebba and Cahan (197~) found a 

,18 
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statistically significant relationship bet"'leen the mar1·tal 

status of the victim and the disposition of the case. If the 

v1ctim was married, 38% of the 'cases resulted, in conviction, 

while only 27% of the cases involving unmarried victims (never 

married, divorced, and widowed) resulted in conv1ct10n. A more 

detailed analysis of the convict10n rate in cases where the v1c

t1m was unmarried indicated that d1vorced and widoNed victims 

were the most s1B~ificant contributors to the lower conv1ction . 

rate; for such Victims, the conviction rate in their cases was 

9%. 

.Since the Sebba and Cahan (1975) study investiBated the 

effect of marital status of the victim on conviction rates, the 

reoults provide only indirect evidence that the unmarried, part1-

'ularly those previously married, victims \'lere considered to be 

more at fault than the married victims. Direct evidence of the 

relationship between marital status and attribution of fault is 

provided by a study of the reactions of University of Texas , 

underr,raduates to descriptions of hypothetical rape situations. 

(C. Jones & Aronson, 1973). Particip.:mts in the study read 

different versions of a rape or an attempted rape scene that 

varied in t'erms of the marital status of .the victim. The rape 

victim was described as either rnarried, divorced~ or as a virgin. 

Participants were asked to rate the victim on a scale from -10 

to +10 in response to the question "HOVI much do you consider the 

crime to be the victim's fault?" 
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In both the rape and attempted rape cases, greater fault 

was attributed to the married and virgin victims than to the 

divorced victim. These results do not coincide with those of 

Sebba and Cahan (1975). C. Jones and Aronson (1973) argued that 

individuals attributed least responsibility to ~le diVorced 

victim because she \'las the least respectable. In a just \'lorld, 

.. a respectable victim must provoke her misfort.une if it is to be 

perceived as deserved. The misfortune of the divorced victim 

can be attributed to her "10\'/" moral character. Since the t"10 

studies on marital status and attr1bution of fault to rape 

victims disagree in their findings, there is a need for further 

111'11;;:5 tigation of this relationship. 

IJh~~~al Attractiveness of the Victim 

In terms of distributive justice, it is possible that people 

'-lould see the physically attractive victim as having "asked for 

it" and therefore, as being more respons1ble for "what she got. 1I 

If, as some popular authors have suggested (Astor, 1974; BrO\m

miller, 1975), there 1s indeed an inference from physical a~trac

tiveness to seductiveness in American attitudes, then it is 

reasonable to expect that the attractive victim will receive 

greater fault attributed to her. 

Vict1m Res1stance 

The manner in whirh the victim acts when accosted seems to 

be a likely influence on the degree of fault attributed to the 

victim. Since forcib le rape can OCCU1~ only if the viet.im does' 
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not consent, jurors and other persons must make inferences 

concerninG the extent to which the victim may have consented to 

sexual intercour3e and is only "cryinl3 rape" after the fact. 

In most jurisdictions, victim resistance 1s necessary or 

very important in d1stinguishing between forcible rape and con

sensual sexual relations. Even new statutes on rape require 

resistance or a "reasonable" explanation for nonresistance in 

order to al10\'1 for a conviction for rape. Lack of suffic1ent 

victim resistance might be interpreted to m.p,an consent. Thus, 

the victim who struc~les would probably be accorded less fault 

for the rape, and \'1ou1d have a higher chance of obtaining a 

conviction. 

I)r.!:Jediate Reaction of the Victim 

The immediate reaction of the victim to the' rape could also 

be an influencinc: factor. The results of a survey of women \'1ho 

h~d been raped (administered through questionnaires distribut~d 

throu(Sh feminist ne~'lspapers and at conferences on rape) indicated 

that there are tHO major irrnediate reactions to beine raped. 

t1Th~ victim may respond by crying and hysteria" but more often 

she beC0l:1C5 supern,"tura11y ca11:1'1 (Ijedea & Thompson, 1974). A 

similar pattern Has observed by Burgess and Holmstrom (19'(3,1974) 

1n their study of victims of forcible rape in Boston. In the 

hours after the rape occured, the women showed t~o emotional 

styles: expressed style, "1n \·:hich feelings of fear, anger, and 

anxiety were shown throuBh such behavior as crying, sobb1n~, 

'. 
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sm1lins, restlessness, and tenseneGs;" and the controlled style, 

"in Nhlch fee11nss tlere masl<ed or hidden and a calm, composed 

or subdued effect 1'ms seen" (13urr;ess & Holmstro~, 1974). 

In a study of thirteen youn6 women who had been forcibly 

raped, Sutherland and Scherl (1970) found just about the same 

varlation in immediate reactio,ns of the victims. Althouf,h both 

of these reactions indicate that the victim is distrensed (Bur~ 

c;ess & Holmstrom, 1974), and possibly is in a state of shocl{, it 

se~ms possible that an observer of the victim would be more 

likely to infer fault from calmness than from cryin5 and hysteria. 

Calmness may be incorrectly interpreted to indicate that the 

victim \'laS not phased by the assault and perhaps even enj oyed it. 

Such an inference would lead to a higher degree of fault attri

buted to the calm victim than to the hysterical victim. 

Sex of the Observer 

Hot,] would the sex of the observer affect the amount of fault 

attributed to the vit:tim? Since feminist Hriters have claimed, 

that rape la\'ls and American attitudes about rape are sexist, one 

• , suspicion would be that females would attribute less fault to 

the victim than males'would~ Concerning this possibility, C. 

Jones and Aronson (1973) reported ("lith an expression of surprise) 

the absence of sex differences in attribution of fault in their 

data. Explication of attribution theory in social psycholop.;y 

suscests that predictions of the existence and dir~ction of sex 

differences 15 rather complicated. Such prediction.s cannot be 

2:l 
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.made w1th 6reat confidence. But, the possible patterns of 

sex d1fferences can be outl1ned~ 
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One variable 0: concern is hedonic relevance. An act has 

hedonic relevance to the observer if the act has personal s1f,ni

f1cance to the observer 1n either a negative or positive direc

tion. Does it undermine or support the observer's values? Does 

it fulfill or block the observer's purposes (E.E. Jones & Davis, 

1965)7 If there is a very low degree of hedonic relevance for 

both male and female observers, \'Te "Tould expect observers of 

both sexes to follow intropunitive tendencies (Heide·r, 1944) 8l"ld 

.!ot differ in the amount of fault attr1buted. On the other hand, 

if the act has more hedonic relevance to observers of one sex 

than to those of the othe~, or if relevance 1s of opposite 

valence, we would expect to find differences in attribution of 

fault. 

E.E. Jones and Davis (1965) discuss hedonic relevance mainly 

in terms of dlre(~t benefits or detrimer.ts to the obseY'ver. But, 

there is no reason that such effects lould not occur throuGh the 

belief of the observer that he or she ~s similar or dissimilar 

to one of the participants in the act observed. B.E. Jones and 

Nisbett (1971) indicate that, under certain conditions, an ob

server can become more empathetic to the actor. An observer who 

))(:rct::i Vt::U r,;!.I!lllr.ll'i ty b\:: ~\'·t.:(;:n thi.: oe lf and nn nctor "'!ollJ.d. ho 111\u j,~' 

to make defensive attributions about the act in the way that the 

actor would; the empathetic observer would be likely to att~i-

L..-. ___ . __ .. __ 



bute leDs fault to the actor. But, 1t 1s also possible that 

an observer \'1ould perceive dissimilarity between the self and the 

actor. In such a case, the observer would be likely to attr1butQ 

more fault to the actor than a passive observer would. Thus, 

the attribution made by the observer about the actor depends on 

whether the observer pe!'ceives similarity or dissimilarity be

tween the self and the actor. 

In the situation of rape, such perceptions and the resulting 
I 

attributions are rather complex, since there are two actor's to 

be observed, whose fates'and responsibilities are interrelated. 

The more responsible the victim, the less responsible the assai

lant. Consider the case of the female observer. If she puts 

herself in the place of the victim, i.e., is empathetic towards 

her, she would see her Ot'ln fate and self esteem as positively 

related vlith that of the victim. rrherefore, she \'lOuld malce de

fensive attr1but10ns characteristic of the Victim-actor; she 

would attribute less fault to the victim thah a passive observer 

\lOuld, In everyday parlance, 'th1s attitude is represented by 

the saying, "There but fOJ:" fOr'tune go I," But, if the female, 

observer believes that rape is something that happens only to 

'other '-lOmen, she \'!ould not want to perceive similarity. bet\'1een \/ 

herself and the victim, Rather, she would be inclined to see 

herself as different from the Victim-actor, and see her o\'1n fate 

as ne~atively interrelated with that of the victim, She would 

be likely to attribute mo~e fault to the victim than a passive 
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observer would. 

\'1h1ch belief is the female observer likely to have? 'l'he 

literature on sim1lari ty, attraction, and likin~, presl,:mts a con

fUSing picture. Generally, there 1s a tendency to be attracted 

to those \'Iho resemble the self and to perceive simllarj ty \:1 th 

~~ch persons. To the extent that this tendency is operating, 

the female observer should perceive herself as similar to th~ 

victim, since they are both females and could both su-ffer the 

common fate of rape. But, there are also studies that indicate 

that if the fate of the other is undesirable l the observer will 

not perceive similarity of the self to the other (~Jovalc & Lerner, 

1968; Peres, 1971). To the extent that this tendency 1s operating 

th~ female observer \'lould not \'lant to perce! ve similarity, wi th 

another female l,ho has suffered an undesirable fate. In fact, 

she may be motivated to perceive diSSimilarity and therefore 

attribute more fault to the victim. There does not seem to be 

Clny \Jay of predicting \',11ether the observer ,'1111 percei v~ simila

r1t~' or dissimilarity between herself and the Victim. Nbat is 

clear, though, 1s the difference in the patterns of response to 

the victim under these t,'10 conditions. If similarity is per-

c,01 ved ~ the female r.lbserver \'1111 probably be less harsh on the 

victim than if dissimilarity 1s perceived for defense reasonD. 

Both responses would d1rre~ from tho 1~tropun1tive response of 

a passive observur, and both would be defensive attributions in 

that t~ey \'!Ould function to protect the self esteem and eGo of 

25 
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the C'hscrvcr. 

How would male observers relate to the rape situation? 

\'lh:tle the role of victim has very 10\'1 hedonic relevance for 

tbQ male observer, the possibility of bein6 accuaed of rape is 

of hieher hedonic relevance. As was the case "lith the female 

obse~ver, the male observer mieht perceive similarity or dia-

similarity between himself and the male actor-accused rapist. 

Perceived similarity with the male rapist \'Iould result in creater 

attribution of fault to the victim, since the faults of the rapist 

and victim are inversely interrelated. An opposite pattern 

would follO\'1 if the male obs<:!rver perceived dissimilarity be

tween himself and the rapist. 

\'lhether male or female observ~rs identify positively or nee

atively with the rapist or victim, respectively, would very likely 

depend on the type of I'ape situation being observed. It t'iCilld 

be reasonable to expect less positive indentification of most 

adult males with the rapist \,then the rapist accosts an unkno\lln 

female on the street than when the act takes place 1n an intimate, 

indoors setting in interact10n \'11 th a female ,'11 th \,thom the , . 

accused rapist has .had sexual relations. Unl'ortunately, more 

precise and confident predictions cannot be made at this point. 

It "10uld seem, though, that the invest1e;ation of the effect of 

sex of observer' on attribut10n of fault \-,ould be \'1orthwhile. 

The Study 

The present study "laS an investie;at10n of the effect that· 
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each of five variables discussed above has on the degree of 

fault attributed to rape v1 ot1ms • Evaluators \'/ere furnished 

with descriptions of a rape scene \'lh1ch systematically var1~J 

along the first four factors. The description was adapted from 

the one used by C. Jones and Aronson (1973). Slight modifi

cations \'1ere necessary to a~apt the descr1ption from the Austin, 

Texp,s locale used by C. Jones and Aronson (1973) to Laramie, 

""yoming. These modifications were necessary because specific 

landmarks \'1ere mentioned 1n the Austin version that would have 

been meaninsless and possibly confusing to University of Hyom1ng 

students in Laramie who participated in the present study. 

The decision to use an experimental design \'1as based on 

several factors. First, the alternative of using actu~l cases 

would have been less likely to provide direct eVidence of attri

bution of fault. This 1s the problem in interpreting the results 

of the Sebba and Cahan (1975) study. Second, the use of actual 

cases precludes any attempt to manipulate variables systemat:f,,,,:: 

cally and to ma1ntain independence among pred1ctor variables, 

since these variables would be confounded 1n real rape cases. An 

experimental design a1lo\'15 the researcher to ctvoid these problems. 

Third, the lack of agreement between the results of the C. Jones 

and Aronson (1973) study and the results of the Sebba and Cahan 

(1975) study suegested the importance of pursuing the investi

gation of the relationship considered in these t00 studies. One 

purpose of the study presented in this paper \'/as to partially 
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replicate and expand on the C. Jones and Aronson (1973) experi

ment. 

r·lETHOD 

Participants 

, Participants in the study were 440 University of WyominG 

underBraduates who were enrolled in introductory socioloBY or 

introductory anthropology classes during the Fall, 1971l semester •. 

The participants responded to the questionnaire in their class

rooms durinB class periods. The questionnaire admin1str,atlon 

\'las supervised by the author and a male, sociology eraduate 

student. Hale stUdents n:ade up 46% of the sample) \'lhile 54% of 

the students were female. 

f·1aterials 'ar'ld- Proceuure 

The participants' 't!ere told that the aim of the study \,'as to 

investicate the manner in \'lhich people made decisions concerning 

criminal cases. Each student was given an account of the rape 

scene, a descrip~ion of the assailant, and a des~ription of the 

victim. The description cif the assa11ant was maintained constant 

for all versions of the rape. In the account of the scene, the 

amount ,of stru:::ele \'Jas varied (hlO levels). In the description 

of the victim, the marital status of the victim (three levels), 

the p~ysical attractiveness of the victim (tw~ levels), and the 

immediate reaction of the vict1m (two levels) were var1ed. ThUS, 

there ~ere 24 different versions of the 1nformation ebout the 

rape presented to the participants •. Each participarlt read only 
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one account of the rape. The material presented followed 

closely that used by C. Jones and Aronson (1973). 

25 

The information presented to the participant was as fol-
i 

10\'15 '(with variations indicated in capital letters and separated 

by slashes)! 
. ~.. . .,' , 

Folloi-l1nC5 a night class at the Un! versity, Judy Sandler 
. ",alked across campus to\-18rd her car, \-rhlch was parked 
t,·io blocl{s off Grand Avenue. (See police description 
of the victim, below). The defendant, -Charles Engels; 
was ''lalking across Prexy I s Pasture in the same direction 
as.the v1ctim and began to folloVl her. (See police des
cription of the defendant)l below). 

-Less than a blook from the victim's car, the defendant 
accosted the victim, partially stripped her and raped 
her. The victim DID NOT STRUGGLE HITH THE DEFENDANT/ 
STRUGGLED HITH THE DEFENDANT, KICKING, BITING, AND . 
S.CRATCHING AT HIS FACE •. A passerby heard the victimis' 
screams and phoned the police who arrived \-rithin a few 
minutes and apprehe.nded the defendant. The victim vIas 
taken to a hospital and ~lven a medical examinatIon. 

Police Description of the Victim 

SHE IS A DIVORCEE, AND THUS, OF COURSE, HAS NOT A VIRGIN 
PRIOR TO THIS INCIDENT/SHE IS r.lARRIED, AND THUS, OF 
COURSE, HAS NOTA VIRGIN PRIOR TO THIS INCIDENT/ A 
HEDICAL EX{\rUHJ\TION INDICATED THAT SHE HAD BEEN A VIRGIN 
PRIOR TO THIS INCIDENT. She vias described by the police 
as ATTRACTIVE / UNATTRACTIVE in appearance. Upon 
their m:r1 val, the lnvt!S~ip;at1ng oI't'ice'X's i'ourid the vic
tim OU'rHAI1DLY CAttij SOBI3It!G UNCONTROLLABLY.· 

Police Descrietlon of the Defendant 

The defendantls a muscular man, 5' 10", 175 pounds, and 
1s 26 years old. He has brown hair, blue eyes, and was 
\{eari"le tan trousers, a blue knit shirt, and brmtn shoes. 
He Horked as an auto mechanic at a local service station. 

After readine the account of. the rape, the victim descrip

tion •. and the defendant description, the participants were asked 
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to turn to the,next page and answer a number of questions about 

the defendant and the victim. These questions asked the partici

pant to recon~end the sentence (if any) that tne defendant 

should receive, and asked for evaluation of the victim on twelve 

questions, two of which were filler items. The questions about 

~he victim asked for evaluations of hON much fault should be 

attributed to the victim, whether she should feel ashamed of 

herself, how significant others would react to h,er,' and hON she 

"'0uld cope with the rape experience. Each question ''las answered 

on a scale from -10 to +10, on a line for '''hich verbal labels 

were provided at the -10 and the +10 markings. Participants 

"lere asked to circle the numerical response from -10 to +10 that 

best represented their feelings about the question. They were 

also asked to indi~ate their own age and sex. 

Discussion \'ri th the groups of participants after completion 

of the questionnaire indicated that they had not been aware of 

the purpose of the questionnaire. These discussions also indi

cated that they had not been aware that there "las more than one 

account of the rape, or more than one description of the victim. 

At this pOint, the purpose of the study and the existence of 

2lj different 'variations of the rape information \'las revealed to 

the part1cipants and the purpos~s of the study were discussed 

,'11 th them. 

RESULTS 

In the present paper, the analysis of the effects of the 
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five predictor variables on criterion variables \'las restricted 

to one oriterion -- that of attribution of fault to the victim. 

The question was worded exactly as it had been in the C. Jones 

and Aronson (1973) study: "Ho,'l much do you oonsider the crime 

to be the victim's fault?",' where -10 was labelled "not at all" 

and +10 was labelled "completely. 11 ,Thus, the higher the posit1ve 

Bcore selected, the greater the amount of fault attributed to 

the victim. It 

A five fact'or unwe1ghted means analysis of variance \'TaS 

used to investigate the effects of ,the five factors on attribution 

of fault to the victim. An umleighted means analysis ·was per-

formed because there were wlequal numbers of persons in each 

of the Its cells of the design. The analysis included the five 

factors of Struggle (two levels), ~larital Status of the Victim 

.(three levels), Attractiveness of the Victim (two levels), Im

mediate Heaction of the Victim (tNO levels), and Sex of Eval

uator/Observer (two levels). Out Cf' 440 participants, only one 

failed to respond to the attribution of fault question, de

creasing the sample size for the purpose of this analysis to 

For all evaluators combined, the um'leighted mean 'l esponse 

"Tas -4.88. Table 1 presents the means and standard dev1.ations 

for attributions of fault, broken do\'~n by each of the four main 

effects that ''Iere ::lignificant. All means and standard de via-
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The amount Dr struggle. the victim engaged in had a signi

f.lcant effect on the amount of faul~ that was attributed to her 

(F :: 11.49. df = 1/392, p< .OS). If the victim struggled .. she 

was 'd lowe~ on attribution or fault than if she did not 

struggle. Marital status of the victim also had a significant 

effect (F • 4.40, df u 2/392 J p <. OS) ~ The married victim '-tas 

attl~ibuted the least amount of fault, the v: . ".m described as a 

virgin received a higher amount of fault, a. '_ ehe divorced 

victim received the.highest amount of fault for the rape. The 

difference between the married victim and the divorced victim 

\'las significant (F c 8.54, df IC 1/392, p<.Ol); the difference 

between the married vict1m and the virg~n victim approached con

ventional statistical significance (F = 3.65, df p 1/392, p<:.lO); 

the 'difference between the virgin victim and the divorced victim 

did' not reach statistical significance (p >.10). 

The phYSical attractiveness of the victim oid not have a 

sign1ficant effect (p.~.lO). The immediate reaction of the 

victim to the rape affected attribution of fault at a level 

approach1ng conventional levels of statistical significance. 

(F = 3.55, df·: 1/392, p< .• lO). The victim who appeared calm 

was attributed greater fault tl1an '-las the sobbing victim. Finally, 

sex of the evaluator had an effect on attribution that very 

closely approached sie;n1f1cance (F :: 3.82, df a 1/392, p < ;055). 

Hales attributed p;reater amounts of fault to the rape vict1m 

than females did. ~~ saltD£iI&di'. I(!iIli!lM'lf 
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DISCUSSION 

Overall, the results indicate that the rape victim is 

blamed to some extent for the crime. Since feminists who have 

criticized the judicial system for turning victims into offenders 

(in terms of attributing blame) have not quantified the degree 

to which they believe this assertion to be true, it is diffi~ult 

to ev~luate whether the results of this study substantiate their 

claims. It w9uld appear that there is some blaming of the vic

tim, but not nearly as much as critics claim 'there to be. 

Compared to 'the C. Jones and p .. 1son (1973) study, the vic

tim \'las not blamed as much in the p ~sent data. Since the earlier 

study dld not report the variances for mean scores presented, it 

is not possible to make a direct comparison between the results 

of the tHO studies. But, if we assume that the variance in the 

C. Jones and Aronson (1973) data was 'not any larger"than that 

in the present data (SD = 5.32, overall), we \'lould fi.nd that' the 

overall unweighted mean for the present data (-4.88) 1s signi

ficantly smaller than the unweighted mean for the C. Jones and 

Aronson (1973) data (-3.76, N =119; t = 2.05, df =556,p <: .05). 

Only if the' variance in the earlier study \'las' larger than the 

variance in the present study would the results not differ signi

ficantly. 

\'11.th a potential ranr;e of twenty points, a standard de

viation of 5.32, overall, is fairly large. This rather hiBh 
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measure of varlat~~~t~~~" 

not a strons consensus on the fault attributable to the rape 

victim, 

It misht be argued that the information about the rape 

given t9 the participants did not have a high degree of mundane 

realism. To some extent, th1s criticism would be justified, as 

it WOuld be in any experiment that does not take place in a 

natural setting. Yet, the variance that was introduced into the 

variables of strusgle and iwnediate reacti~n appear to be repre

sentative of variation along these lines in real rapes. In bia 

study of forcible rape in Philadelphia t Amlr (1971) reported 

that over half (55%) of the victims display-ed nonresistance be

havior, while 45~ either resisted the offender or put up a strong 

fight. Similarly, Agopian, Chappell, and Gels (1974) found that 

51% of the victims in the cases they studied in Oakland did not 

resist the rapist. Therefore, it makes sense to introduce 

Variation on this dimension into an account of a rape situa"'lon 

This variance is grounded in the empirical study of real rape 

cases. 

Concernins the immt?,d1ate reaction variable, liedea and Thomp

son (1974) indicate that there are two major patterns of immediate 

react10n -- crying and calm. Both can be indicative of shock and 

agitation. This srune dichotomy has been found in psychiatric 

investigations of rape victims (Sutherland & Scherl" 1970; Bur

gess & Holstrom, 1973. 1974). Approximately 50% of the victims 
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f!how each type of response. Thus, introduction of the sobbing -

controlled variance in the description of the immed1ate reaction 

of the victim is ",ell (5rounded in real life reactions of rape 

victims. 

One feature of this study sur,~ests that the amount of 

fault attributed to the rape victim underestimates the amount 

that would be attributed by observers evaluating a fuller spec

trum of rape situations. The rape. scene used is descrjhed as 
! 

oocuring outdoors. Variatton in the location of rape ~ncidents 

1s noted in the 1974 study of reported rapes in Oakland (\130-

pian, Chappell, & Geis, 1974). In their study of sexual offenses 

in Israel, Sebba and Canan (1975) found that the highest oon-

vlct10n rate occur~d for' outdoor offens'es. POI' offenses that 

took place in a bui1d1ng, the convict10n rate was 21%; in a 

vehicle, the conviction rate was 22%; and outdoors, it \OIaS 47~;. 

Althoueh conviction rate is only an ind1rect 1ndicator of attri

bution of fault to the victim, it would be reasonable to expect 

a ereater amount of fault attrl1buted to victims ":ho .... 7ere raped 

in their own residences, especially if the assailant had been 

admitted by the victim. The presence "f the offender in the 

·residence of the victim might lead an'evaluator to infer consent 

on the part of the victim. 

On the other hand. if the assailant had been described as 

havinc, a weapon, makine threats, or as be1ng extremely physi

cally large and stron~, the amount of fault attributed to the 
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victim would probably have been lower. 

Ma~1tal Status of the V1ct1m' 
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Concerning marital status; the results of t~is study co1n

cide with those of Sebba and Cahan (1975) but are in direct 

opposition to those of Jones and Aronson (1973). While C. Jones 

and Aronson (1973) found greater fault attributed to the more 

respect~~le victim, the results of this study found Breater 

fault attributed to victims of lower respectab1li~y. ,The present 

data indicated that married females are attributed the least 

fault and divorced the most, while the C. Jones and Aronson (1973) 

!3tudy found the opposl te result. Since data from the present 

study was collected using descriptive materials and procedures 

that very closely resembled those used by C. Jones and Aronson 

(1973), this discrepancy 1s very puzzling. 

\'lhat could account for the difference in results? Both 

stud1e,B used undergradut~ students as participants. AlthouBh 

the stUdents "Tere from different universities, a viable explana

t10n of the difference on this basis h unlikely. AlthouBh 

changes in attitudes tOl-Iards rape appear to have occured in the 

interim bet\'reen the two data collection phases, such a change 

would most likely be reflected in a Beneral change -- as was 

seen1n the smaller amount of fault attributed to victims in the 

present study. It "Iould not expalin a reversal in the amount 

of fault attributed to vict1ms of different marital statuses. 

C. Jones and Aronson (1973) argue that the partiCipants in 
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the1r stuJy attl~1buted fault to different victims 1n accordance 

with an attempt to mainta1n a belief in a just world. A victim may 

"deserve" an undesirable fate because of her undesirable character 

Or because of a behavior that precipitated the unfortunate event. 

If thij victim is of low respectabil1ty, the evaluator can attri

bute her misfortune to hel~ character and maintain a just \'/orld be

lief. This would account for the low amount of fault attributed 

to t,he d1 vorced victim. But it would not be ".1 ust" for a v1ctim of 

respectable character -- the married victim to suffer an unde-

sirable fate if it \l1ere not for some action on her part that pro .. 

voked the rape. This would account for the high amount of fault 

attributed to the married victim. 

But, wnat if the observers did not attempt to maintain a be

lief in a just world, or used additional cognitions to maintain 

this belief? In this case, it is likely that an observer would in

fer that a victim of low respectability -- the divorced victim 

eneaged 1n behavior that provoked the attack and therefore had 

fault for it. The rest)ectable -:- married -- victim is of desirable 

character and probabl~' would not engage in behaviors that would 

bring about undesirable outcomes, such as rapes. Perhaps the par

ticipants in the present study were not as oriented tm/ards main

tenance of belief in a just world. Or, perhaps they.did not heavily 

rely on their responses to the attribution of fault question to 

maintain belief in a jU5\t world. Perhaps, responses to other ques

tions were used as additional cognitions to ma.inta1n this belief. 

Further 1nvestigat1on of this discrepancy 1s clearly needed. 
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One area to 1nvest1gate 1s the poss1bllity of d1fferences in 

the 1nstruct1ons given to the t\-TO sets of participants. A 

second area might be to investigate whether the participants in 

the C. Jones and: Aronson (1973) study (\-1ho were psychology stu

dents) had been exposed to the 1dea of the just world theory 

'prior to part1cipation in the study. At th1s po1nt I there 'is ':not 

much more that can be said about this discrepancy. 

Physical Attractiveness of the Victim 

The results concerning the physical attractiveness of the 

victim did not support the contention that attractive, females 

\'/ould be seen as seducing or luring the potential rapist, who 

then attacks her because he can no longer control his "naturaln 

male impulses. It 1s possible, though, that the fail\~e of 

this variat10n to have an effect was due to the mild wording of 

the two conditions: "she was attractive/she was unattractive." 

References to manner of dress or ''lalk, etc. might have evoked 

a greater variation of responses. This poss1b:t11ty 1s an em

pirical question that can be settled through further research in 

th1s area. 

Victim Resistance 

The results concerning the effect of victim resistance 

support the contention that if a woman utruggles with the assai

lant she \,/ill be p~rcei ved as hav1nc: less fault for the rape. 

'. The result corresponds strongly , ... 1 th both popular attitudes 

about rape and legal requ1rements for conviction. One COlThllon 
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attitude about rape 1s that "If a woman hasn't resisted, she 

hasn't been ri:l.ped" (Nyom1ngGovernor's Comm1ssion on the Status 

of "'omen, 1915). Rape laws in most jurlsdict10~s, including new 

lecislation, require proof of either resistance or ev1dence 

that the victim did not resist for fear of death or bodily in

jury. 'rhus, it "10uld seem that the attributions made by thn 

partic1pants are "just" and "fair" in the leBal as well as the' 

psych~logical sense. , 

Further consideration of th1s issue strongly suggests that 

apparent "fairness" of these attribution patterns based on dif-

ferent1al resistance is not substantiated. If popular attitudes 

and leeal requirements for conviction are correct, then many 

women \'lho report being raped are mal(ing false accusations .• Arnir 

(1911) found that 55% of the victims did not resist the rapist. 

Similar patterns were found by Agopian, Chappell and Geis (1974) 

and by McDonald (1971). If resistance 1s necessary for a sexual 

act to be considered to be rape, then a large percentage of 

~eported rapes are not rapes. 

\'Ihy m1ght 50 many ,~omen fail to res1st the attacks? Up 

until the past five y~ars, many police departments advised 

women who were attacked not to resist (Time, 1974). If women 

are 80 advised, it 1s reasonable that they may heed these warn

ings and not resist. Another possibility (\'Ieiss & Borgess,1973) 

. is that women in American society' have been socialized acainst 

violence and have been .taught t~ expect men to defend them. 
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Thus, it would not be very stranc;e to find that women do not 

defend themselves when attacked by ~ male. 

In an effort to modify the responses of \'lomen to r&pe 

assaults, advice given by both feminist Broups and law enfcirce~ 

ment agencies has changed in recent years. \'lomen are nON being 

advised to learn how to defend themselves and to resist 1ntelli-

gently and calmly when attacked. In a book that purports to 

teach women ho\'l to def.'end themselves physically as well as psy

chologically against rape J Hedea and Thompson (197~\) sugGest· 

that the victim resist the attacker, using self defense tech..; 

niques 'Chat are illustrated in the book~ Other fell11nist materials 

strongly suggest that women learn techniqUeS of self defense 

(Lease, 1974; Rape Prevention Cent·~!'), The Hyoming Governor's 

Commission on the Status of Women (1975) included a dection in 

its ~~tlon Against Rape Kit that provides sur,gestions for self 

defense when attacked, e, g,) scream, use a hatpin, kick the 

assailant in the shins, etc. The Denver District Attorney's 

Crime Commission (1974) has published a pamphlet that advises 

"lOmen to scream, try to talk their \\fay out of the rape, and to 

physically resist as a last resort. 

Although there had been a marked increase in efforts VO 
II 

encourage and teach women to l'esist rapists. t\,10 aspects of'the 

adv1ce r,iven should be noted, First of all, some of tne advice 

d1rects Homen to stal1~ to talk to the assailant, to personify 

themselves, and to use 0ther nonphysical methods of prevent~nr. 
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the rape (Nedea & Thompson, 1914; ~lcCormackJ 1975; Denver Dis

tr1ct Attorney's Crime Commission, 1974). Phys1cal res1stance 

1s not al\'lays advised as a first resort. Such advice is likely 

to decrease the amount of physical re81stanc~ put up by the wcm-

an. Second, there is a prominent theme of caution, permeating 

almost all of the adv1ce 11 terature, that warns the \'10man to 

temper her decision to resist by a ~no\'11edge of her ab1lities 

and limitations to successfully resist the attanker. If she is 

not capable of su'ccessi'ul physical resistance,. physical struggle 

is not strongly advised (Mede~ & Thompson, 1974; Denver D1str1ct 

Attorney's Crime Commiss10n, 1974; \vyoming Governor's Comm1ssion 

on the Status of Homen, 1975). Tbe most explicit example of the 

warning theme 1s presented in the Rape Prevention Tactics sec

tion of the Hyominfj Governor's Commission on the Status of Hom

en (1975) Action AGainst Rap2 Kit. The ~larning is: "Think, don't 

papic. Creatine a. moment to '"'scape should be the only reason to 

physically resist your attacl<er unless he has no weapon and. 

you feel that you are stronr;,er than he ls. Fighting'back is a 

choice only YO'l can make 1n a pa~t1cular set of circumst,f\nces." 

In summary, the advice currently being dlsseminated stl'esses 

intelllr,ent, calm resistance, based on education in self defense 

techniques, \oJ1 th a Harnln(" that resistance may not always be the 

"11se decision. 

Apparently, this \-Iurnlng 1s Bood advice. Amlr (1971) noted 

that if a '-loman res1sted the assailant J but failed to escape, 
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her c~ances of being hurt were hieh~r than if she did not resist. 

In their study of rapes in O~kland, Agopiani Chappell, and Geis 

(197lt) found that of the 36 victims "rho submitted to the attack-

er, only four were beaten, in contrast to thirteen victims who 

actlvely fought bacle, of \'Thorn seven were beaten. fl1cCormaclc 

(1975) pOints out that one judo e~~ert has warned that ~cream

lng, uncontrolled kicking and use of a hatpin can increase the 

chances that a rape victim ""ill be killed in the process. 

In light of popular advice, common nonresistance reactions 

to rape, and the inadvisability of uneducated and uilsuccessful 

resistance, it seems that popular attitudes, leGal requirements, 

and the attributions of fault m~de by the participants in this 

study are somewhat unfair to the victim ",ho does not resist. 

Although rape statutes have been modified in many progressive 

d1rections, those sections which concern nonconsent have been 

modified in a manner which indicates either sexism on the par~ 

of the legislators, or blatant ienorance of the realities of 

reactions to rape •. '.rheae Im'ls, which require some amount of 

resistance or a "good" reason for nonresistance~ such as a sub-

stantial basis for fear of death or oodily injury, place the 

woman 1n a dilemma. Although resistance is not advisable if it 

is based on uneducated methods of self defense or is not appro-

priate for the situation, it is necessary for conviction and 

possibly for maintenance of the victim I s belief that she is a 

good, moral, and honorable person. 
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!!l~_9h_a!.!.e~ from the Non~0!l_st!l1t_~t:~r:9~~9_~9._the Resistance Standard 

In 1952, Durham pOinted out. that 1n almost all jur1sdic-

t1ons, nonconsent \'/aS necessary to prove that rape had occured. 

Since nonconsent is defined .as a state of mind, it is difficult 
; 

t~ measure reliably. Dworkin (1966) suggested that the noncon-

sent standard be replaced by a resistance standard, which would 

consist of definite behavioral acts. Although the. use of resis

tance as a standard of nonconsent has been criticized as sexist 

and as being out of touch with the realities of rape (LeGrand, 

1973), ne\'1 statutes, such as the new Colorado legislation and the 

proposed HyominB legislation, appear to have made the transition 

from nonconsent to resistance standards •. There seems to be a 

strange notion of log1c that pervades the adoption of resistance 

standards to replace the old standards of nonconsent. Since 

nonconsent is a state of mind, it is difficult to measure. On 

this basis, it is reasonable to consider aban~oning it and search

ing for a ne"1 standard. But, is the resistance standard any 

better? An analysis of the new resistance standard sugBests that 

this new standard i~ not a sieniflcant improvement over the older 

standard of nonconsent. 

Hhen O\'lorkin (1966) sU(1,r.ested that a resistance standard 

be substituted for the nonconsent standard, he argued that the 

neN standard would be an improvement because, as a set of definite 

behavioral act~:.: :tt could bl:! more reliably measured. Under the 

resistance standard, net" lec;is lation considers rape to have 
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occured if' the victim resisted the attacl{er or did not resist 

because she was physically helpless or had reason to believe 

that her life or her bodily safety was 1n danger 1f she re

sisted. Thus, new leeislat10n allows the victim to no: resist 

1f she believe's that she is fn:darre:eI" br \b6diiy< 'i'l'l'jur.:r otP;(l&th. 

How are jurors and judges to determine if this condition has 

been met? Obviously, their judgement requires an inference 

about a state of mind. Thus, ne,\,1 leGislation using a resistance 

standaI'd does not 'escape the necessity of making judgements 

about beliefs. emotions. and other nonobservalJle cOl')lponer'lts','of 

the state of' the victim's mind. The benefit of greater relia

bility of measurement Dworkin (1966) claimed for a resistance 

standard does not seem to be substantiated by an analysis of 

new legislation that incorporates this standard. On the crite

rion of reliability of measurement, the new resistance standard 

suffers many of the same problems as the old nonconsent standard. 

The promised improvement 1n measurement cannot be found in the 

new resistance standard. 

Resistance standards do include some definite behavioral 

acts that are probably easier to measure than states of mind. 

But, the re~lacement of ~ standard that attempts to measure a 

state of mind w1th one that attempts to measure behavioral acts 

appears to imply the ludicrous notion that attitudes~ moti

vations, emotions. i.e., the state of the In1nd, are not related 

to the behavioral acts. The standard of resistance may not only 



have failed to improve the rel1ab1l1ty of measurement, but it 

may also have managed to disassociate rape la\'1 from the realities 

of human motivation, thought and behavior. A standard that con

siders behavioral acts but not tilt:: thought connected w1th·them 

is nonsensical, to say the least. 

In reading through new statutes on sexual assault, it seem

ed that an important element was absent in the standards of re-. 

slstance. The miSSing d1m~nsion was a full consideration of 

posslble psychological interpretations of nonresistance. ~fuy 

might a woman fail to resist the attacker? The la\,1 allo\'lS for 

nonresistance \'1hen it is based on reasonable fear of death or 

injury. Such an allowance implies that the creators of the laws 

percelved the victim as acting and thinking rat1onally, logically, 

and calmly. Is this expectation reasonable? 

Ll ttle is known about the psychological reactions of \-Iomen 

\orhen they are sexually assaulted I or become aware that an as

sault ls imminent. One distinct possib1lity though, 1s that the 

out\'sardly calm reaction that 1s observed in many rape vict1ms 

immediately after the rape (Bur~ess & Holmstrom, 1973, 1974) is 

a continuance of a reaction that sets in when the woman first 

becomes aHare that she ls being attacked or is going to be attacl<

ed. Perhaps, a woman \'1ho is attacked is scared,. paralyzed with 

fear, experiencinc:; thoughts of disbelief -- "this can't be hap

pening" --, and ~oes into a state of shock that i~ seen in her 

behavior after she has been raped. Perhaps those \'lomen who· 
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resist are t,be same women who exhibit uncontrolled, hyster1cal, 

ag1tated react~ons immediately after the rape. Finally, might 

not it be possible ,-that a woman i'lho does not resist fails to do 

flO on the bas1s, of the warnings that are g1ven in the advice 

literature? Ne'l'J' resistance standards, aa well as older noncon

sent standards do not appear to take any of these possibi;1L1ties 

into consideration. In light of these possibilities, and in the 

absence of solid evidence of psychological meaning and causes Of 

resistance and nonresistance behavior patterns, how can a rea

sonable and fair standard of nonconsent based on resist'ance be 

written and applied? 

In the context of advice currently being give~ to women, 

the frequency of nonresistance of the attacker by rape victims, 

the l.ack of substantial knm'lledge about the psychological state 

of mind that corresponds with phy'sical nonresistance, and the 

possibility that women are in shock not just aft'er the rape 

lout also at its beginning, it appears that popular attitudes 

(Ulf a weman' hasn't resisted, 'she hasn't been raped"), the 

attribut10ns made by the participants 1n th1s study to victims 
. 

who varied in resistance to the attacker, and most seriously, 

both old and new rape laws are unfair'to the victim, by being, 

at best, ignorant ,of the psychology of rape, and at worst, sex-

1st and overprotective of the r1ghts of males at the 'expense 

of remale rights. 
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!mmediate Reacticn cf the Victim 

A similar prcblem is brcue;ht to. the surface by the var-

1ation in attributien due to. differences in the immediate reac-

tien ef the victim. Althcush statutes cn sexual assault do. nct 

menticn the v:tctim's reacticn as a factcr to. be considered, it 

apPcu'ently affects the amcm~t cf fault attributed to. the vic

tim. There are t"lC scurces cf unfairness 1n these attributions. 

First ef all, it is clear from the psychiatric eviq.ence (Suther

land & Scherl, 1970;' t'lashin/:5ton, 1972; Bure;ess & Holm:jnolll, 1973, 

1974) that a calm reaction is indicative cf shock, and ~ of 

enj oyment 0.1' pleasure. Seccnd, \'lcmen are cften advised to. remain 

calm after bein~ raped (f.1edea & Thcmpsen, 1974; Denver District 

Attcrney's Crime Cemmission, 1914) in crder t-o remember the de

tails cf the act and the attacker, and in order nct to. discard 

any impcrtant pieces ef material evidence. But, calmness in

creases the amcunt cf fault attributed to. the victim. Althcue;h 

the attributicns may have seemed psycho.lce;ica1ly Just and fair 

to. the participants, these attributicns appear to. indicate a 

lack cf awareness I)f the psychc1c~ical realities cf reacticns 

of rape victims, as'it has been delineated 1n psychiatriC re-

search. 

Sex of Observer 

The results co.ncern1n~ sex o.f cbserver SU6rrest that females 

tend to. identify with the vict1m, empathize w1th her, and there

fcre attribute less fault to. her than males do.. Althcur,h this 
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~ex difference 1n attribution could be due to ereater male iden

tificat:1..o.-, w1 th the male accused rapist, this 1nterpretation 1s 

doubtful in this case. When the rape scene 1s one in which the 

defendant is described as having accosted the victim fi"om behind, 

at night, in an outdoors setting, it is doubtful that many males 

would identify with the defendant. If the rape had been des

cribed as taking place 1n an intimate setting, with actors who 

were sexually acquainted, i.e., touching on the perceived border 

of rape with seduction, male o~servers might have',been more likely 

to identify positively with the plieht or the accused rapist. 

ThUS, it would seem that male observers in this study were pas

sive observers f'or this particular case of rape. Females were 

empathetic observers, who made defensive a.ttr1butions as "the vic

tim-actor \'lould be predicted to make ~ 
r4uch effort) money t and time has been spent 1n the social 

psychological screening of' prospective Jurors in order to better 

predict juror reactions. In cases of forcible rape, the sex of 

the juror is one of a number o~ indicators of' predicted responses 

to the rape victim that attorneys miBht \'tant to consider. Since 

the effect of sex of. observer is not extremelY large, and since 

an earlier s'tudY (C. Jones & Aronson, 1973) did not f1ndsex 

differences in attributions of fault, placing a greqt stress on 

this single characteristic of the juror would not be advisable. 

Future research"along these lines mieht.be directed to the 1n

vestieation of the impact of demographic characteristics and 
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social att1°tudes on attribution or fault to !"'~pe v1ct:'..~t"j. ~. 'Ih 

rc~earch "lould move in the direction of developing an applied 

social psychological analysis of reactions to rape viot1r.s ,,~'~:i 

rape cases that ,could eventually be utilized by members of the 
, 

l~cal profession. 

Fairness in La\'1 and Judgement; An Opinion 

Sociolo(5ists who study lesal process and procedure fre

quently find evidence of injustice and unfairness. This eVidence 

is found so frequently, and 1n such large amounts, that some 

resea~chers seem to have become desensitized by the volume of 

this evidence. \·lhen we hear someone cry "FOULI~ \'le tend to just 

~i(5h and benevolently comment on the naivete of the crier. Of 

~~ there is injust1ce and unfairness '(not to mention in

equality, bi~otry, and a sour taste to the milk of human kind

ness). We all know that. What else 1s new? 

The tendency of sociologists to be cynical ·and almost 

blase when confronted ~ith eVidence of 1nju~tice has its counter

part in those psYchologists who study person perCeption. Social 

psycholoeists have lonB abandoned the study of the accuracy of 

person perceptions. When we find yet another example of in

accut-aey in person perception, \'le siBh briefly and eo bacl< to the 

study of phenomenal causality. He tend to stress the questions 

of hm'l and ''1hy the perceiver makes the judgement that he does J 

while payin~ very little attention to the objective validity and 

ver1dical1ty of the jud~er.lent. or course people mal<:e errors in 
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their judl3ement of others. Hhat do you expect'? 

These t\'10 trends are extremely unfortunate. It appears to 

have become "unfashionable" to eXhibit strong reactions of moral 

outrage t'lhen confronted Hi th inj ustice in legal processes or 

inaccuracies in person perception processes. While it 1s impor

tant to prevent moral outrage and personal reactions from inter

Cerin!!: with ability to analyze, it is also important not to be

come desensitized to unfairness when we are confronted with it. 
, 

In this paper, there are many mentions of the unfairness of 

attributions or of components of la\'18 concerning rape. 'rij)en 

confronted ",ith these instanoes of \'lhat I perceived to be "un

fair" I found that my reactions t'lere those of moral outrage, as 

\-Iell as those indicative of a desire to understand. From ou~- . 

rage ,- distr~ss., . and ane;e:C .. can come attempts to modify unfairness. 

Despite, or perhaps, because of the large number of situations 

in which fairness 1s not found, it is important that behavioral 

researchers respond critically in a moral as "'ell as 1n an ana- . 

lytlcal manner. 

\'lhat is a "fair" judgement? Some of the participants in 

this study made unfair judl3ements of the described rape victim. 

Their j udr,emen.ts were unfair to the victim because of the stan ... 

dards of justice they used to make these judgements were not in 

touch with the realities of rape. Processes that 1nrluence the 

judgement that an observer m~kes of an actor tend to distort 

reality. To be aocurate, or objectively valid~ a jud8ement 
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must clrcumvent the blasing effects of the trans1tivity, "jus

tice", and intropunltl veness t(mdencies. A fair jud~ement 1s 

one that ls accurate, 1.e., one that ls veridical with reallty. 

'fuat 1s a \I falr" la\'l? A fair lm'1 ls one that is based. on 

the empirlcal reallties of the Offense. By incorporating a 

more lnformed understandlnB of sexual assault, net'l rape statutes 

have become fairer. ChanBes such as allo\·:ln(!; for members of 

elther sex to be deslgnated as victims and offenders, elimina

tion of' the Lord Hale illstructions and of corroboration require

ments, and the expansion of sexual assault laws to include oral 

and anal sexual offenses have made' rape laws fairer. Bu~ chanees 

in the nonconsent standards are not fair. These chanees do not 

appear to recognize the realities c.lf the victim t s response to 

the rape situation. Although le131s1ators are to be commended 

for their success in modifyinl3 some aspects of rape lawu J their 

handl1ng of the nonconsent and resistance components of these 

laNS is s till a lone "'lay fx'om approac.lhlnB a reasonable de l3ree 

of fairness to the victim. 
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1. 

FOOTNOTES 

I \'1ould like to thank Hayne H. Greenwald for his help in 

constructing the questionnaire, administering it, and in 

procee~lne the data. I would also like to·thank Al Ban-

,."art J f40rris Forslund, and Fred Homer for their helpful 

comments • 

. 2. The arrival of new statutes concerning sexual assault ex-

pands this definition cons1derably. Instead of the word 

"woman" the new Colorado law has the word "victim~" wh1ch 

is defined as lithe person alleg1ng to have been subjected 

to a crim1nal sexual assault." The perpetrator is also de

~. fined without regard to gender. In the ne\'l Golorado law, 

one finds the phrase "sexual penetration" in place of "sex-

ual intercourse." This ne\'l term refers to "sexual 1hter-

course, cunnilingus, felat10, analine;us, or anal intercourse." 

It \,lill be very interestinG to follow the changes in re

cordin~ sexual assaults as its legal defin1tion has broad

ened. 

3. In future research, it would be interestin~ to vary marital 

status and descriptions of va~ious dimensions of respecta-

bility independently. 

Analysis of responses to other questions about the victim 

and about t ~ ser ncing of the defendant is presently in 

progress and \'1ill be presented at a later time.' 

5. The self defense techniques described in this book and in 
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other sources of advice resemble judo and karate techni-

quee. 

6. It ",ould be very interesting in future research to sys-.. 
temat1cQlly attempt to influence the observer so that 

he or she is more or less empathetic to the victim or 

offender. The investil3ation of the factors that would have. 

such an influence would be of important theoretical and 

practical value. 
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TABLE 1 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR i·1AIN EFFECTS ON ATTRIBUTION OF 

FAULT 

RESISTANCE 

Struggle 

i No StrugBle 

n -
224 

215 

,SD' 

---__ --1-___________ .- _________________ .. __ .'. - .. ___ _ 

t~ARIT AL ST ATUS 

lJIarr1ed 

ViI'gin 

Divorced 

UtTIiEDIATE REACTION 

Sobbing 

Controlled 

SEX OF OBSERVER 

Hale 

Female 

ALL PARTICIPANTS _ .. -" 

149 

150 

140 

218 

221 

203 

236 

-5.89 

-4.70 

-4 .• 01 

-5.36 

_1l.IIO 

-4.39 

-5.38 

1l.99 

5.16 

5.59 

. _. -. ---- -_. __ ._------------

439 -4.88 5.32 
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